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Abstract
How do neurons encode and store information for long periods of time? Recurring patterns of
activity have been reported in various cortical structures and were suggested to play a role in
information processing and memory. To study the potential role of bursts of action potentials
in memory mechanisms, we investigated patterns of spontaneous multi-single-unit activity in
dissociated rat cortical cultures in vitro. Spontaneous spikes were recorded from networks of
approximately 50 000 neurons and glia cultured on a grid of 60 extracellular substrate-
embedded electrodes (multi-electrode arrays). These networks expressed spontaneous culture-
wide bursting from approximately one week in vitro. During bursts, a large portion of the
active electrodes showed elevated levels of firing. Spatiotemporal activity patterns within
spontaneous bursts were clustered using a correlation-based clustering algorithm, and the
occurrences of these burst clusters were tracked over several hours. This analysis revealed
spatiotemporally diverse bursts occurring in well-defined patterns, which remained stable for
several hours. Activity evoked by strong local tetanic stimulation resulted in significant
changes in the occurrences of spontaneous bursts belonging to different clusters, indicating
that the dynamical flow of information in the neuronal network had been altered. The diversity
of spatiotemporal structure and long-term stability of spontaneous bursts together with their
plastic nature strongly suggests that such network patterns could be used as codes for
information transfer and the expression of memories stored in cortical networks.

S This article has associated online supplementary data files

Abbreviation list

BAM Burst activity matrix
BIP Burst initiation probability
MEA Multi-electrode array
Pre Periods before the tetanus
Post Periods post-tetanus
C/D Ratio of network functional change to drift

Introduction

Cortical structures produce recurring spatiotemporal activity
patterns, which could potentially be involved in cortical
information processing and storage. Beggs and Plenz (2004)
enumerated the requirements for recurring activity patterns

to serve as substrates of memory. In order to represent
information, the activity patterns should (1) exhibit long-
term stability over hours, (2) possess millisecond temporal
precision and (3) should occur in diverse varieties (Beggs and
Plenz 2004). They demonstrated that these properties were
satisfied by recurring patterns of local field potentials (neuronal
avalanches) observed in cultured cortical slices. Induction
of synaptic plasticity is widely believed to be necessary for
information storage (Martin et al 2000). Hence, to ascertain
the role of repeated activity patterns in memory mechanisms
it is important to study their functional plasticity, in addition
to the three properties mentioned above.

Several laboratories have demonstrated the presence
of recurring spontaneous patterns of action potentials in
various brain structures and recommended these patterns
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(A)
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(B)

Figure 1. Multi-electrode recording of spontaneous activity in a dissociated cortical culture. (A) Typical three week old culture on a
multi-electrode array (MEA). (B) Bursts were classified into two categories: small and big bursts depending on the threshold number of
spikes within a burst. The figure shows a histogram of the number of spikes in each burst from three of the cultures used. The red line
indicates the threshold for each culture. Note that the axis scales are different for each culture. (C) Spike raster plot and array-wide spike
rate histograms of spontaneous activity for 5 min of spontaneous recording. The inset shows typical examples of bursts classified as ‘big’
and ‘small’ bursts. Recording was taken at 24 days in vitro.

as mechanisms for information transmission and storage.
In vivo recordings from the rat hippocampus and macaque
cortex revealed neural ensemble activity patterns which were
repeated in a temporally compressed fashion during slow
wave sleep (Nadasdy 2000, Hoffman and McNaughton 2002),
possibly to consolidate the information acquired during active
behavioral episodes (Wilson and McNaughton 1994, Nadasdy
et al 1999). Repeating precisely timed ‘motifs’ of Ca2+

signals and post-synaptic potentials have been reported in
spontaneous activity in cortical networks both in vivo and
in vitro (Cossart et al 2005, Ikegaya et al 2005), suggesting
that these dynamic ensembles are substrates of information
storage and flow in cortical networks. Stable spatiotemporal
attractors in sequences of culture-wide bursts (‘superbursts’)
have been found in dissociated cortical cultures, indicating
that dissociated networks can exhibit precise spatiotemporal
activity patterns previously thought to require a specific
network structure (Wagenaar et al 2006c). Although these
studies provide evidence for repeating patterns in the brain
and suggest that they are expressions of memory, the effect

of external stimulation on these patterns cannot be directly
extrapolated from these results.

In order to investigate the plasticity of spontaneous
activity in neuronal networks as a substrate for information
storage, we studied the effects of electrical stimulation on
spontaneous burst patterns exhibited by dissociated cortical
networks. Spontaneously active networks in vitro provide a
unique model to study and manipulate the network dynamics
of intrinsic spontaneous activity, for long periods up to
many months (Potter and DeMarse 2001), through electrical
recording and stimulation, without the usual in vivo confounds
of anesthesia and uncontrolled sensory input. Although
spontaneous and evoked ensemble activity patterns are now
being studied in awake animals in vivo, these studies are
presently limited to a couple of electrodes (Jackson et al
2006) or local field potential recordings (Werk et al 2005).
We propose that in order to better understand and harness
the capabilities of the network, it is necessary to increase the
bandwidth of possible inputs and outputs. Multi-electrode
arrays (MEAs, figure 1(A)), allowing for simultaneous
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stimulation and recording of action potentials from thousands
of neurons, present the ideal technology to increase input–
output bandwidth. We found that tetanic stimulation changed
the distribution of spontaneous burst patterns in dissociated
cultures and induced the expression of some new patterns,
while some other recurring patterns ceased to exist after the
tetanus, indicating a change in the intrinsic tendencies of the
network to express certain patterns.

Materials and methods

• Cell culture. A suspension of neocortical cells was
prepared by enzymatically and mechanically dissociating
brains of day-18 rat embryos. This was plated on MEAs
at high density to form a planar network 1–3 cells thick.
Timed-pregnant Sasco Sprague-Dawley rats (Charles
River) were euthanized with isoflurane according to
NIH-approved protocols. Embryos were removed and
euthanized by chilling and decapitation. The entire
neocortex, excluding the hippocampus, was dissected
in the Hanks Balanced Salt solution (HBSS, Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA) under sterile conditions. After enzymatic
digestion in 2.5 U mL−1 Papain (Roche Scientific,
Indianapolis, IN) in Segal’s medium (Banker and Goslin
1998) for 20 min, cells were mechanically dissociated
by 6–9 passes through a 1 mL pipette tip (Potter and
DeMarse 2001), in the Neurobasal medium (Invitrogen)
with B27 (Invitrogen), 0.5 mM glutamax (Invitrogen)
and 10% horse serum (Hyclone, Logan, UT). Cells were
passed through a 40 µm cell strainer (Falcon, Bedford,
MA) to remove large debris and then were centrifuged
at 150 × g onto 5% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in
phosphate buffered saline (PBS). The pellet of cells was
resuspended and 50 000 cells were plated in a 20 µL
drop of Neurobasal on pre-coated MEAs, at a density of
∼3000 cells per mm2, which results in a thin (15–30 µm)
but three-dimensional network 1–3 cell bodies thick, with
neurites above, below and between somata (determined
by multiphoton microscopy, data not shown). MEAs
were pre-coated with polyethylene imine (PEI, Sigma,
St Louis, MO) and laminin (Invitrogen) as previously
described (Potter and DeMarse 2001). After 30 min of
incubation, 1 mL of Neurobasal media was added to each
culture dish. After 24 h, the Neurobasal medium was
replaced by the feeding medium adapted from Jimbo et al
(1998) (Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM,
Irvine scientific, Santa Ana, CA), 10% horse serum
(Hyclone), 0.5 mM glutamax (Invitrogen) and 1% sodium
pyruvate (Sigma)). Cultures were maintained in an
incubator at 35 ◦C, 65% RH, 5% CO2 and 9% O2. The
culture medium was exchanged with a fresh feeding
medium every seven days. Cultures were maintained
in dishes sealed with a gas-permeable Teflon membrane
(Potter and DeMarse 2001) to prevent infection and
evaporation. The use of Teflon-sealed dishes allows for
the maintenance of the incubator at 65% humidity, making
it an electronics-friendly environment. All experiments
were performed inside the incubator, ensuring long-term

stability of our recordings. All recordings were done on
two–four week old cultures.

• Recording system. Electrical signals were recorded
through a square array of 60 titanium nitride electrodes
(Multichannel systems, Reutlingen, Germany). Fifty nine
of the electrodes were 30 µm in diameter and 200 µm
apart. The signals from these were referenced to those
of a larger ground electrode. In all analyses, the ground
electrode’s signal was included, appearing as a channel
with no spikes. After 1200× amplification, signals
were sampled at 25 kHz using Multichannel Systems
data acquisition card (MCCard). Data acquisition, spike
detection, artifact suppression (Wagenaar and Potter
2002) and visualization were controlled using our open-
source MeaBench software (Potter et al 2006) which
allows for detecting spikes as early as 2 ms after
stimulation (Wagenaar and Potter 2002). Spikes were
detected online by thresholding at 5× RMS noise.

• Stimulation system. Stimulus pulses were delivered using
our custom-built 60-channel stimulator (Wagenaar and
Potter 2004). Biphasic voltage-controlled rectangular
pulses (400 µs per phase, positive phase first, 600–
800 mV) were used, since these were found to be the
most effective at eliciting neural responses (Wagenaar
et al 2004).

Experiment protocols

Before the start of each experiment, each of the 59
recordable electrodes was stimulated ten times with a 600 mV,
400 µs, biphasic stimulation pulse at 1 Hz. The electrodes
that showed the highest network firing rate in the first 200 ms
after stimulation were chosen as candidate electrodes. Two
out of these candidate electrodes were chosen arbitrarily
for delivering electrical stimulation for the duration of one
experiment.

Activity-dependent changes in stimulus-evoked responses
as a result of rapid-fire focal stimulation (called tetanus) have
been successfully used to demonstrate plastic changes both in
in vitro (Bliss and Lomo 1973, Berry et al 1989, Kirkwood and
Bear 1994, Castro-Alamancos et al 1995, Bi and Poo 1999)
and in vivo (Mulder et al 1997, Werk and Chapman 2003).
We used tetanic stimulation to induce functional changes in
spontaneously bursting dissociated cultures. Spontaneous
activity was recorded for 3 h (period Pre). Tetanization
consisted of a train of electrical pulses (as described above) at
20 Hz, applied simultaneously on two electrodes for 15 min.
Another recording of spontaneous activity for 3 h followed
this treatment (period Post). The tetanization was unusually
long to increase the likelihood of inducing plasticity. This
experiment was repeated five times on four cultures. One
culture was tested twice with different tetanus electrode pairs.
The interval between these two experiments was 4 h.

Analysis

• Burst detection. Network-wide spontaneous bursts
were identified by a burst detector algorithm described
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elsewhere (Wagenaar et al 2005). Briefly, any 100 ms
window with more than five spikes on one electrode was
considered to be a part of a burst. A burst consisted of
multiple single electrode bursts overlapping in time. The
onset of a burst was defined as the first time before the
peak of the burst when the array-wide spike rate during
a burst was 20% of the peak firing rate during the burst
(figure 2(A)). The offset of a burst was defined as the
last time after the peak of the burst when the array-wide
firing rate was 20% of the peak firing rate during the burst
(figure 2(A)).

• Classification of bursts depending on the burst size. Bursts
with distinct sizes were generally observed. In order
to cluster the spatiotemporal patterns of bursts without
the bias of size, we classified bursts into two groups,
‘small’ and ‘big’, based on the total number of spikes
within each network-wide burst. For each experiment, a
histogram of the total number of spikes in every burst in
the experiment was generated (figure 1(B)). Two distinct
peaks were observed in the histograms in all experiments.
The threshold for classifying bursts was determined as
the minimum point between the two peaks (figure 1(B)).
Bursts having a number of spikes below the threshold
were considered ‘small’ and bursts having a number of
spikes above the threshold were considered ‘big’.

• Calculation of the burst activity matrix (BAM). For each
burst, a firing rate time histogram was generated for each
recording electrode by counting the number of spikes
within a 100 ms sliding time bin, moving from the burst
onset to the burst offset, with a time step of 10 ms.
Histograms of all bursts for a given experiment were made
to be of the same length (that of the longest burst) by
padding the shorter histograms with zeros at the ends.
The burst activity matrix (BAM) for each burst was then
constructed by appending (in order of their hardware
numbers) the histograms from the 60 recording electrodes,
together to form a 1 by 60 N matrix of action potential
histograms, where N is the number of time bins in the
longest burst (figure 2(A)). The BAM was calculated for
big bursts and small bursts separately, and was the same
length for all big bursts in a given experiment or all small
bursts.

Before settling on 10 ms as the time step to slide
the spike histogram window, we tried others. The BAM
was calculated with different temporal resolutions by
using time steps of 10 ms, 5 ms and 1 ms and clustered
using methods described below. No significant difference
was found in the number of clusters determined using
different temporal resolutions. In order to obtain finer
resolution during periods of high firing rates, we also tried
variable step sizes that were inversely proportional to the
instantaneous firing rates. Again, no significant difference
was observed in the number of clusters determined.
Therefore, a resolution of 10 ms was selected since this
would reduce the dimensions of the BAM and thus lessen
the computational time.

• Clustering of BAMs. The method used for clustering
the BAMs was a correlation-based technique with

a global contrast function, from Beggs and Plenz
(2004), who used the algorithm to cluster local field
potentials (LFPs) recorded from cortical slices. It
derives from other similarity-based neural data clustering
techniques (Fellous et al 2004). We applied the same
clustering algorithm to investigate the presence of the
spatiotemporal structure within big bursts and small
bursts separately (see supplementary material available
at stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/4/181, figure S1). Bursts with
similar BAMs were grouped together, and the optimal
number of groups was determined as the peak of a
similarity contrast function (see supplementary material).

• Occurrence and integrated occurrence. The word
‘occurrence’ is used here to represent when bursts
with different spatiotemporal patterns, determined by
the clustering results, occur (figure 2(B)). An integrated
occurrence vector (figure 2(B)) was created by counting
the total number of occurrences of each cluster in a 15 min
time window with a time step of 30 s. One time step of
this vector represents the distribution of burst types during
a 15 min period. Changes in the network’s tendencies to
express certain spatiotemporal activity patterns can be
quantified by changes in integrated occurrence over time.

• Statistics on integrated occurrence. The integrated
occurrences were calculated for both the Pre (before the
tetanus) and the Post (after the tetanus) periods for all
experiments. The Pre period was split into two periods
of equal duration Pre1 and Pre2, separated by a sham
interval equal to the duration of the tetanus (15 min). The
Post period was split into two periods of equal duration
Post1 and Post2, also separated by a 15 min sham period.
The centroids of integrated occurrences in periods Pre1,
Pre2 and Post1 were calculated (figure 2(C)). The mean
Euclidean distance of integrated occurrences in Pre2 to
the centroid of integrated occurrences in Pre1 (C, for
change) was compared to the mean Euclidean distance
of integrated occurrences in Pre1 to their own centroid
(D, for drift). The ratio of change to drift, C/D, was
used to quantify the change from Pre1 to Pre2 before the
tetanus (no change if this ratio is ∼1) (Chao et al 2007).
Similarly, C/D between Pre2 and Post1 was used to
quantify the change across the tetanus, and C/D between
Post1 and Post2 was used to quantify the stability of
tetanus-induced changes. The significance of the tetanus-
induced change in integrated occurrences was quantified
by testing whether C/D across the tetanus (Pre2–Post1)
was significantly greater than C/D before the tetanus
(Pre1–Pre2), by using Wilcoxon’s rank sum test. C/D
after the tetanus (Post1–Post2) was also compared to C/D
across the tetanus (Pre2–Post1) to evaluate the stability of
induced changes after the tetanus.

• Shuffling methods. The BAMs of spontaneous bursts
were shuffled in various ways to determine whether
their structure was more significant than expected by
chance. ‘Frame shuffling’ randomly rearranged the
sequence of time bins within each BAM. This method
changes the temporal order while preserving the spatial
information. ‘Electrode shuffling’ randomly rearranged
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Figure 2. Pictorial description of the analysis of spatiotemporal patterns within spontaneous bursts and statistics on the change of
distribution of burst patterns across the tetanus. (A) Raster plot and corresponding histogram of spontaneous spiking activity on 60
electrodes. Small and big bursts were detected, the onset and offset times of bursting activity were calculated and the difference between the
offset and onset times was determined as the length of the burst. The burst activity matrix (BAM) for each burst was generated by counting
the number of spikes within the length of the burst on each of the 60 electrodes using a 100 ms moving time bin (time step = 10 ms). The
right panel shows frames of a BAM for different time bins for 60 electrodes (arranged in the original coordinates of the multi-electrode
array). The size of the circle represents the number of spikes on that particular electrode for a particular time bin with the colored circle
representing the value at electrode k, and the firing rate time histogram for electrode k is shown below. The BAM for each burst was then
constructed by appending the histograms from the 60 recording electrodes, together to form a 1 by 60 N matrix, where N is the number of
time bins in the longest burst. (B) A two-dimensional cross-section of a BAM plotted in 60 by N dimensional space is shown. BAMs of all
bursts were compared against each other and clustered using a paired clustering algorithm (dendrogram, see supplementary materials
stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/4/181). Occurrence represents when a burst occurs within a specific BAM cluster (figures 3 and 4). Integrated
occurrence was defined as the total number of occurrences of bursts in a 15 min time window moved by a time step of 30 s. Integrated
occurrences were calculated across three periods of the same length equally spaced in time, Pre1, Pre2, Post1, and Post2. Periods Pre1 and
Pre2 were before the tetanus stimulation and periods Post1 and Post2 were after the tetanus. (C) A two-dimensional cross-section of
integrated occurrences of all BAM clusters (S by R dimensional matrix, S = number of BAM clusters, R = number of 15 min moving time
windows) is shown. The color bar represents the time elapsed during the experiment and each point represents the integrated occurrence of
the BAM clusters. The centroids of integrated occurrences in periods Pre1, Pre2 and Post1 were calculated. The change across periods was
calculated as the Euclidean distance of each point in a period from the centroid of the previous period (d12, d23 and d34 in the figure)
normalized by the Euclidean distance of each point in the previous period from its centroid (d11, d22 and d33 in the figure). This calculation
yielded three quantities: C/D before the tetanus (Pre1–Pre2), C/D across the tetanus (Pre2–Post1) and C/D after the tetanus (Post1–Post2).
The difference between two C/Ds from consecutive periods was tested (Wilcoxon’s rank sum test) to evaluate changes in the burst pattern
across periods.
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the electrode order within each BAM. This method
changes the spatial order while preserving the temporal
information. ‘Matched shuffling’ randomly rearranged
the activity on each electrode within each time bin within
each BAM. This method changes both the temporal
and the spatial structures of the data. Unlike ‘frame
shuffling’ and ‘electrode shuffling’, ‘matched shuffling’
does not change the firing rate on each electrode. ‘Spike
swapping’ repeatedly exchanged the electrode numbers of
a randomly selected pair of spikes. This method retains
the same spike times and the same distribution of the
total number of spikes at each electrode, but removes
the biologically induced correlations between spike times
(Rolston et al 2007). ‘Spike jittering’ perturbed each
spike’s time by a Gaussian random noise (with zero mean
and 10 ms or 20 ms standard deviation). This method
preserved the firing rates at each electrode, but slightly
altered the time intervals between spikes. The average
correlation values of every pair of BAM clusters were
calculated for each shuffled dataset, and compared with
results from the original non-shuffled dataset (Rolston
et al 2007).

• Quantifying tetanus-induced changes in the information
content of cultured networks. The amount of new
information created by the tetanus was defined as the
number of new clusters that occurred in the Post period but
never in the Pre period. Note that this measure does not
quantify any information that might be represented in the
detailed spatiotemporal structure carried within individual
bursts, nor the specific timing of the occurrences of bursts.
The amount of information eliminated by the tetanus was
defined as the number of clusters that occurred in the Pre
period but did not occur in the Post period. We define
the changes in the information content of a network due
to tetanic stimulation as the formation and deletion of the
burst patterns, i.e. alterations in the network’s repertoire
of spontaneous activity patterns. The scale of the tetanus-
induced burst pattern formation and/or deletion, �I, was
defined as the percentage change of the number of newly
formed and/or disappeared clusters after the tetanus.
Only clusters that occurred at least five times in the 3 h
Pre and Post periods were included in the analysis. We
define CPre = {x: x ∈ cluster indices appearing in Pre,
occurrences of x > 5} and CPost = {y: y ∈ cluster indices
appearing in Post, occurrences of y > 5}; then

�I =
(

1 − |CPre ∩ CPost|
|CPre ∪ CPost|

)
× 100%,

where ∩ and ∪ represent the intersection and union of
two sets, respectively, and | · | represents the number of
elements in the set. Furthermore, the scale of the burst
patterns that were retained after the tetanus, �I , which
denotes the amount of information content preserved
across the tetanus, is defined as the complement of �I:

�I = |CPre ∩ CPost|
|CPre ∪ CPost| × 100% = 100% − �I.

• Burst initiation site. Bursts originate from various
locations in the network, termed as ‘burst initiation sites’,

and then propagate to the entire network (Maeda et al
1998, Eytan and Marom 2006). In order to visualize
the changes in network dynamics, in addition to the
BAM, we used burst initiation properties as a measure to
quantify the tetanus-induced change. We define the burst
initiation site as the first electrode that spiked next after
the burst onset (burst onset defined earlier, figure 2(A)).
For each 15 min time window (time step = 30 s) during
an experiment, the burst initiation probability (BIP) was
calculated for every electrode. The BIP vector was
computed as the number of times that bursts were initiated
at each electrode, normalized by the total number of bursts
in the time window. This results in a 1 by 60 BIP vector
for every time window (summation of these 60 values
equals 1). The same statistic (as used to evaluate the
integrated occurrence of the BAM) was applied on BIP
vectors to quantify the changes before and across the
tetanus.

Results

General properties of spontaneous network-wide bursts in
dissociated cultures

Dissociated cortical networks cultured on multi-electrode
arrays (figure 1(A)) (Gross et al 1977, Pine 1980) express
spontaneous network-wide bursting, persisting for the lifetime
of the culture (Murphy et al 1992, Gross et al 1993, Canepari
et al 1997, Voigt et al 1997, Gross and Kowalski 1999, Corner
et al 2002, van Pelt et al 2005, Wagenaar et al 2006a).
Spontaneous bursts occur in different sizes and patterns
(Wagenaar et al 2006a) and can be classified in various ways.
A spike raster plot for 5 min of spontaneous recording is
shown in figure 1(C). Culture-wide bursts were detected as
periods of an increased firing rate across most of the active
electrodes (figure 1(C)). Since there was a clear bimodal
distribution in the burst size for all tested cultures (figure 1(B)),
bursts were classified into two categories, big and small bursts
(figure 1(C)), with the threshold set at the minimum in the
burst size histogram (figure 1(B)). A burst activity matrix
(see Materials and Methods) was generated for each burst
by counting the number of spikes on each electrode within the
length of the burst using a 100 ms sliding time window (time
step = 10 ms) (figure 2(A)).

Spontaneous bursts express different spatiotemporal
structures

To explore the presence of temporal and spatial structures
within spontaneous bursts, the correlation between BAMs (see
Materials and Methods) of all bursts in tetanus experiments
was determined (see Materials and Methods) and hierarchical
clustering algorithms were used to cluster the BAMs of bursts
having the least distance in correlation space into groups
(see supplementary material). To visualize these clusters the
correlation matrix was sorted (see figure S1, supplementary
materials stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/4/181), resulting in regions
of high correlation values along the diagonal showing
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(A) (B)

Figure 3. Shuffled data do not show a significant structure in the BAM of spontaneous bursts. (A) Sorted correlation matrix of actual
unshuffled data for a representative tetanus experiment. There were high correlations indicating a high similarity among the BAM of
spontaneous bursts. (B) Average correlation values between the BAM clusters from N = 5 tetanus experiments after different shuffling
methods: ‘electrode shuffle’, ‘temporal shuffle’, ‘matched shuffle’, ‘spike swapping’ and ‘spike jittering’ with 10 and 20 ms standard
deviations. The average correlation of the original data showed significantly higher correlation values compared to shuffled data (the
asterisk indicates p < 0.001, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test for equal medians).

spontaneous bursts that exhibit a high similarity in their
spatiotemporal structure (figure 3(A)).

The data were shuffled in various ways to verify that
the structure in spontaneous bursts was not an artifact of
the clustering algorithm (see Materials and Methods). On
shuffling the data, both temporally and spatially (Beggs
and Plenz 2004), the correlation values in the shuffled data
were significantly lower than those in the original dataset
(figure 3(B), p < 0.001). Thus, the lack of high correlation
values in the shuffled data shows that the original data consisted
of various spatiotemporal activity patterns that have a much
more specific structure than would be expected by chance. In
five experiments on four cultures, we identified an average
of 60 ± 8 (mean ± SEM) clusters of small bursts and
158 ± 23 clusters of big bursts per culture. There were an
average of 4128 ± 553 spontaneous bursts per experiment
(five experiments on four cultures).

Spontaneous bursts as indicators of tetanus-induced
network plasticity

Bursts at the single cell and population level have been
suggested as a reliable neural code since they can facilitate
neurotransmitter release at a synapse more reliably than a
single spike could (Lisman 1997). Since we found a specific
structure in spontaneous bursts (figure 3), we sought to use
changes in spatiotemporal patterns of spontaneous culture-
wide bursts as a measure for detecting stimulus-induced
functional plasticity in the network.

Bursts in 3 h periods before and after the tetanus (see
Materials and Methods: Experiment Protocols) were classified
into big and small bursts depending on their size (figure 1(B))
and clustered into separate types using a correlation-based
clustering algorithm. This analysis showed that spontaneous
bursts occurred in clusters having different spatiotemporal
patterns that remained stable during the 3 h period before
the tetanus (figure 4). Stability of occurrence of BAM
clusters for spontaneous bursts, in the absence of any
stimulation, persisted for at least 9 h (the longest experiment,
not shown). The structure within temporally spaced BAM

clusters of spontaneous small and big bursts (arrowheads in
figure 4) was conserved over time for all five experiments
(one representative experiment shown in figure 5). Thus,
precisely timed dynamic patterns within spontaneous bursts
recurred with high fidelity and remained stable over hours.
Wagenaar et al (2006b) documented the presence of a recurring
spatiotemporal structure in burst sequences (‘superbursts’) in
dissociated cortical cultures, which remained stable for hours.
The present study was not restricted to ‘superbursts’. We found
a highly conserved structure for all bursts occurring during the
recording period. The stability of burst patterns represents
the tendency of the culture to express certain types of bursts
spontaneously, and we sought to determine whether a strong
(tetanic) stimulus, representing repetitive salient sensory input,
would change this tendency.

Any change in the distribution of burst clusters at different
intervals was quantified by the change in the integrated
occurrence of BAM clusters (figure 2(C)). The stability
of integrated occurrence of BAMs of spontaneous bursts
was determined on two 9 h long spontaneous recordings
without any electrical stimulation. The average change in the
integrated occurrence of BAMs across sequential 3 h periods
was not significant (p = 0.17, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test).

To quantify whether the change in the distribution of
burst patterns across the tetanus was more than their drift
in the periods of no stimulation, the change in the integrated
occurrence of BAM clusters across the tetanus was compared
to their change across a ‘sham’ period of equal duration to the
tetanus (see Materials and Methods, Statistics on Occurrence).
The burst patterns changed significantly across the tetanus
but not within the spontaneous period before it (figure 4(C)).
The average change across the ‘sham’ period (C/D between
Pre1 and Pre2 periods) for five tetanus experiments was not
significantly greater than 1 (p = 0.063). C/D = 1 indicates
that the distribution of burst clusters did not change across the
periods (see Materials and Methods). In addition, the average
change in the distribution of burst patterns across the tetanus
(C/D between Pre2 and Post1 periods) for five experiments
was significantly greater than C/D before the tetanus (p <

0.01, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test) (figure 4(C)). This indicates
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(A)

(B)

(C)

Figure 4. Occurrence of spontaneous bursts was stable before the
tetanus and changed across the tetanus. (A) Each stroke represents
one occurrence of a BAM cluster of small spontaneous bursts. (B)
Each stroke represents one occurrence of a BAM cluster of big
spontaneous bursts. This is a representative example from one
experiment. The gray bar indicates the period of tetanization. The
arrowheads indicate the timing of the different BAM clusters shown
in figure 5. (C) In five experiments, the average change in integrated
occurrences across the tetanus (C/D between Pre2 and Post1) was
significantly greater than the average drift before the tetanus (C/D
between Pre1 and Pre2) (p < 0.01). C/D = 1 indicates that there
was no change in the occurrence between periods. C/D before the
tetanus (Pre1–Pre2) was close to 1, indicating that there was very
little drift in the Pre period before the tetanus and the integrated
occurrence of the BAM of spontaneous bursts was stable for this
period. ∗∗ indicates p < 0.01 and ∗ indicates p < 0.05 (Wilcoxon’s
rank sum test for equal medians).

that the tetanus induced significant redistribution in the
patterns of bursts expressed by the culture. Following the
tetanus, though the cluster distributions varied significantly
in a 30 min period immediately after the tetanus, the change
across the periods Post1 and Post2 was lower than the change
across the tetanus (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test). This
is consistent with the findings in a simulated network of 1000
integrate-and-fire neurons, where strong tetanic stimulation
resulted in the network settling down into a new state after a
short transition period, during which the network drifted to its
new state (Chao et al 2005).

Tetanus-induced changes in the information content of
cultured networks

As shown above, spontaneous burst patterns possessed high
temporal fidelity and a specific spatiotemporal structure, which
could be modified by tetanic stimulation (figures 4 and 5).
Thus, they satisfy many of the requirements for a memory
substrate (Martin et al 2000, Martin and Morris 2002, Beggs
and Plenz 2004) and can be viewed as containing information.
Although not done here, we previously used specific burst
patterns to determine the behaviors of simulated animals and
robots (DeMarse et al 2001, Bakkum et al 2004), imbuing
them with specific meanings. To quantify the changes in the
information content of the network as indicated by the changes
in the occurrences of bursts after the tetanus, we measured
the information modified or preserved across the tetanus (see
Materials and Methods). This simple quantification allows
us to estimate the extent of plastic changes caused by the
external stimulus. The tetanus caused a change in network
dynamics resulting in the creation or loss of an average of
70.91 ± 15.74% BAM clusters of big bursts (mean ± SEM)
and 55.33 ± 8.64% BAM clusters of small bursts for N = 5
tetanus experiments. We take this as a measure of the amount
of information in burst tendencies that was modified by the
tetanus. Thus, the tetanus induced the creation of new patterns
while some other existing patterns were annihilated (figure 4).
In the absence of stimulation, an average of 2.9% BAM clusters
of big bursts were modified across pre-tetanus periods Pre1
and Pre2 and 4.5% BAM clusters of big bursts were modified
across the periods Post1 and Post2 after the tetanus, indicating
that the burst patterns were robust in the absence of external
perturbations.

We also quantified the amount of information retained
across the tetanus as the number of BAM clusters that occurred
in the Post period after the tetanus given that they had occurred
in the Pre period before the tetanus. An average of 29.1 ±
15.74% BAM clusters of big bursts and 44.67 ± 8.63% BAM
clusters of small bursts were retained across the tetanus in
five tetanus experiments. This quantity represents the fraction
of clusters that were preserved across the tetanus, but does
not indicate whether the temporal distribution (occurrence) of
the ‘preserved clusters’ was also retained across the tetanus.
In order to quantify the stability of the ‘preserved clusters’
across the tetanus, the integrated occurrences of these clusters
were compared for the Pre and Post periods. There was
no significant change in the integrated occurrence of the
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(A) (B)

Figure 5. Examples of clusters for the BAM of spontaneous bursts for the experiment of figures 4(A) and (B). The sampled times are marked
by arrows in figure 4. A given cluster shows similarity in the spatiotemporal structure over hours, but there was an easily visible difference
between the patterns of any two clusters. (A) Frames from two representative BAM clusters for small bursts are shown, in the original
coordinates of the multi-electrode array, at 20 ms intervals. (B) Frames from two representative BAM clusters for big bursts are shown, in
the original coordinates of the multi-electrode array. Frames are shown at 100 ms intervals since the big bursts were much longer than the
small bursts shown in (A). The sizes of the circles represent the number of spikes in that particular electrode for a particular time bin.

(A) (B)

Figure 6. Burst initiation sites were significantly changed by a strong tetanus. (A) The probability (burst initiation probability, BIP) of a
recorded neuron having initiated a burst is shown by the different sizes of the circles for a representative experiment. Although this
probability did not change much in the spontaneous recording periods before the tetanus (Pre1 and Pre2), it changed significantly across the
tetanus. (B) The average change in the probability of burst initiation for all experiments changed significantly after (p < 0.05) but not before
the tetanus (N = 5 experiments). The asterisk indicates p < 0.05, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test. The error bars represent SEM.

‘preserved’ clusters across the tetanus (p = 0.55, Wilcoxon’s
rank sum test).

Tetanic stimulation caused changes in the locus of burst
initiation

In addition to the BAM, we quantified functional changes
in the network by tracking tetanus-induced changes in the
burst initiation site (see Materials and Methods). Typically,
spontaneous bursts originate from various locations in the
networks, termed burst initiation sites, and spread to the entire
network. Eytan and Marom (2006) identified early-to-fire
neurons during the start of the burst, and these initiation areas
were found to be characterized by high neuronal density and

recurrent excitatory and inhibitory connections (Feinerman
et al 2007). Hence, changes in the burst initiation site could
imply a change in the network topology.

We quantified the probability that neurons around any
particular electrode tend to fire at burst onsets, and found that
this BIP (see Materials and Methods) was stable if no external
stimulation was delivered, but was changed significantly by
tetanic stimulation (figure 6(B), p < 0.05, Wilcoxon’s rank sum
test). Hence, the tetanus changed not only the spatiotemporal
dynamics of burst patterns (figure 4(C)), but also the locus
of the neurons involved in triggering bursts, suggesting that
a long, repetitive artificial sensory input substantially altered
the functional connectivity in cultured cortical networks.
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Discussion

Synchronized or correlated activity within neuronal networks
has been proposed as a likely mechanism for encoding
information (for a review, see Rieke (1997)). Building
on this idea, we demonstrated that spontaneous bursts in
vitro occurred in diverse but recurring patterns that were
stable for hours in the absence of electrical stimulation, and
could be altered significantly by a strong tetanus applied
simultaneously on two electrodes (figure 4, p < 0.01).
Furthermore, the loci of burst initiation were changed by
the tetanus (figure 6), suggesting that tetanic stimulation
caused alterations in the network connectivity. Such changes
could entail morphological changes, which are necessary
for long-term plastic changes, like long-term potentiation
(Matsuzaki 2007). Simultaneous cellular level imaging
with extracellular recording might provide further insight
into the anatomical changes associated with functional
plasticity of spontaneous burst patterns (Potter et al 2006).
In vitro systems are especially useful for such detailed
studies since they provide enhanced accessibility to network
properties, across time scales of milliseconds to months,
compared to animal models. Other multi-electrode array
studies on tetanus-induced plasticity in dissociated cultures
used responses to single electrode stimulation to quantify
functional changes (Jimbo et al 1998, Tateno and Jimbo
1999), but we found that these responses vary with time
even in the absence of tetanic stimulation (see figure S2,
supplementary materials stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/4/181). In
contrast, spontaneous bursts occurred in spatially diverse
patterns that were comparatively stable until perturbed by
strong external stimulation, like a tetanus.

Bursts as information carriers in cortical networks

Single neuron bursts have been proposed to be reliable coding
elements (Lisman 1997, Izhikevich et al 2003). Recordings
from area MT of macaque monkey have shown that the burst
rate was on average a more sensitive measure of the visual
stimulus direction than the total number of spikes (Bair et al
1994). Models of bursting in pyramidal neurons have shown
that the spike count of a burst encodes the rate of increase of
inputs (Kepecs et al 2002). These studies propose that bursts
are a special neural code and carry information about input
characteristics (Kepecs and Lisman 2004).

Spontaneous bursts observed in cultured dissociated
networks could be expressions of stored information;
we have shown them to be stable over hours (figure 4), diverse
enough to encode different memories (figure 5) and susceptible
to stimulus-induced functional plasticity (figure 4). These
properties exhibited by spatiotemporal patterns of spontaneous
bursting satisfy the requirements of a memory substrate (Beggs
and Plenz 2004). We analyzed the occurrences of spontaneous
bursts in various clusters across the tetanus and showed
that while some clusters were preserved across the tetanus
others were modified by the tetanus. If spontaneous bursts
with different spatiotemporal structures represent different
memories, this study suggests that electrical stimulation can
drive the expression of new patterns, while retaining some
of the old patterns. Since spatiotemporally diverse bursts

carry information about the network state, we suggest that
a burst with a specific spatiotemporal structure could be
used by the brain as an initiator of a specific movement if
connected to an efferent system. By artificially re-embodying
cultured networks in robotic or simulated animals, we can
attach ensemble activity to real-world events (DeMarse et al
2001, Potter et al 2006) and quantify the information-carrying
capacity of network activity patterns.

For example, we can classify an incoming burst as a new
cluster or as one of the existing clusters by the similarity
measure, and use integrated occurrence to generate a specific
motor output in a hybrot (hybrid neural-robotic system) in
real time. The sensory inputs from the hybrot’s artificial
body can be encoded as different stimuli fed back to the
network to change the spatiotemporal patterns of bursts (Potter
et al 2006). The plasticity-inducing artificial sensory input to
our cultures in the present experiments was very simple, i.e.
repetitive tetani delivered to two electrodes. More complex
stimuli could potentially induce specific, predictable changes
in burst tendencies. We expect this to be a fruitful approach for
studying memory encoding mechanisms at the network level.

Bursts as dynamic attractors in cortical networks

Spontaneous bursts with different but stable BAM patterns
could represent different intrinsic spatiotemporal tendencies
of the network. Our modeling study of network activity
in a network of 1000 integrate-and-fire neurons revealed
attractors in the network intrinsic synaptic state, represented
by network synaptic weights, and a corresponding set of stable
spontaneous bursts (Chao et al 2005). If the simulated network
was driven from one attractor to another (by a tetanus), the
spontaneous burst pattern was also changed. In the present
experiments using living networks, the change of occurrence
of spontaneous bursts with different BAMs after tetanus
suggests that the network was driven from one attractor in
the synaptic weight space to a different one by the tetanus.
Precisely timed sequences of a single-unit activity were
reactivated with high temporal precision in cortical networks
both in vivo and in vitro, and these repeated sequences have
been suggested to represent attractors in the cortex (Ikegaya
et al 2004, Rolston et al 2007).

Here, BAMs of spontaneous bursts consisting of specific
sequences of network activity patterns were found to recur
over hours. The robust spatiotemporal activity patterns
within bursts could represent attractors in dissociated cortical
cultures. The steady occurrence of a set of attractors over hours
could correspond to a stable underlying intrinsic state of the
network. This intrinsic state of the network could be modified
by tetanic stimulation (or sensory input in vivo) resulting in a
new set of attractors, which represents new information in the
network.

Comparison with previous work

Spontaneous burst patterns were stable for hours in the absence
of external stimulation (maximum recording period was
9 h). This finding is contrary to Sasaki et al (2007)
who demonstrated that calcium flux patterns in cultured
hippocampal slices were ‘metastable’ over a maximum
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recording period of 30 min; a pattern was rarely repeated.
In addition, weak electrical stimulation did not perturb the
network state more than changes that occurred spontaneously
(Sasaki et al 2007). Our results provide evidence for the
opposite, perhaps due to differences in our preparations
or the stimuli delivered. We have the capability of
non-invasively recording single action potentials for much
longer (up to months, Potter and DeMarse 2001), allowing
us to observe the long-term stability of the activity
patterns. Our stronger (longer duration) stimulation caused
drastic state changes in the network dynamics (figure 4)
showing that network attractor-like states, represented by
spontaneously repeating patterns, are robust and might need
a sufficiently strong stimulation to push the network to a
different state (attractor).

The finding that cortical networks express
spatiotemporally diverse stable patterns was not unexpected.
Other studies on spontaneous activity in cortical slices without
tetanic stimulation have shown that spatiotemporal patterns
of activity, termed neuronal avalanches, were stable for over
10 h (Beggs and Plenz 2004). These stable recurring patterns
in local field potentials (LFPs) lasted tens of milliseconds.
The spatiotemporal patterns of bursts in dissociated cortical
cultures described here typically last much longer (100 ms–
1 s) than avalanches in slices do. Unlike neuronal avalanches,
the size distributions of spontaneous bursts (defined here as
the number of spikes in a specified time bin) were bimodal
and did not follow a power law (supplementary materials,
figure S3 stacks.iop.org/PhysBio/4/181). Similar bimodal
distribution for burst size (number of electrodes) and burst
duration in dissociated cortical cultures has been reported
elsewhere (Eytan and Marom 2006). In dissociated cortical
cultures, spatiotemporally diverse burst activity motifs have
been thought to result from varied connectivity architecture
within the network (Volman et al 2005). These highly
repeatable ensemble patterns could arise from strongly
connected neuronal subgroups with different group properties
(Izhikevich et al 2004). Segev et al (2004) have described
correlated spontaneous burst patterns in dissociated cortical
networks (Segev et al 2004), but the study did not attempt
to investigate the effects of external electrical stimulation on
these patterns. Local chemical stimulation with picrotoxin
(GABA antagonist) resulted in the formation of new patterns
which persisted for days (Baruchi and Ben-Jacob 2007). We
extend the previous findings by demonstrating that the dis-
tribution of spontaneous burst clusters changed significantly
after electrical stimulation, resulting in the creation of new
patterns and elimination of some existing ones.

Responses to single electrode (probe) stimulation pulses
have been used to demonstrate functional plasticity in
dissociated cultures (Jimbo et al 1998, 1999, Tateno and Jimbo
1999, Shahaf and Marom 2001, Ruaro et al 2005). However,
we found significant variability in the responses to single
electrode stimulation, which made it difficult to distinguish
between tetanus-induced changes and intrinsic drift in the
stimulus-evoked responses (figure S2). Other experiments
on dissociated cultures, using several different protocols
to induce network-level functional plasticity, failed to
demonstrate significant changes unless spontaneous bursting

was suppressed by elevated levels of extracellular Mg2+

(Wagenaar et al 2006b). Considering that cortical networks
seem resistant to change, we used an unusually long tetanic
train in the present study. The plating densities in our cultures
were an order of magnitude higher than those in these studies,
i.e. closer to in vivo densities if extended in the thickness
dimension (Beaulieu 1993). Cultures with higher plating
densities show faster development of network activity and
more synchronized bursting than cultures with lower plating
densities (Wagenaar et al 2006a). Possibly due to higher levels
of ongoing activity in our densely plated cultures, we observed
that stimulus-evoked responses continuously fluctuate with
time making it more difficult to detect functional plasticity in
evoked responses than in spontaneous bursts (Madhavan et al
2006). In simulated networks with high levels of ongoing
activity, tetanus-induced changes did not last and the network
returned to its pre-tetanus state (Chao et al 2005).

Comparison with in vivo studies

Spontaneous and evoked ensemble activity patterns are now
being studied in vivo (Bragin et al 2000, Nicolelis 2003).
Although acute extracellular recordings are possible in vivo,
realizing chronic systems that can record single and multi-
unit activity over periods of months to years has been limited
by reactive tissue encapsulation of the implant (Turner et al
1999, Szarowski et al 2003) and difficulties in determining
the precise location for placement of the electrodes (Brecht et
al 2004). They have also been limited by not being able
to stimulate with complex patterns on many of an array’s
electrodes, including recording electrodes. We made circuitry
to surmount this problem in vitro (Wagenaar and Potter
2004), and are now making smaller versions for use in vivo.
Densely plated cultures on MEAs allow for non-
invasive recording and stimulation of neuronal networks
with each electrode recording and influencing the
activity of multiple neurons in the electrode’s vicinity.
Recently, some studies have demonstrated functional
plasticity in vivo using electrical stimulation (Werk et al
2005, Jackson et al 2006), but these studies involved only a
couple of electrodes or local field potential recordings. In
contrast, the present study of the spatiotemporally diverse
ensemble activity, using recordings of many-single-unit
activity coupled with simultaneous stimulation on multiple
electrodes over extended periods, can help understand
the network-level rules of information storage in cortical
networks, without the complexities of recording in vivo.

Conclusions and outlook

By following the spontaneous activity patterns in dissociated
cortical cultures on MEAs, we found that network-level
spatiotemporally diverse patterns of bursting activity are
robust in the absence of external perturbations (electrical
stimulation), suggesting that such stable patterns could
be readouts of memories stored in cortical networks.
Application of high frequency tetanic stimulation resulted in
the manipulation of the spatiotemporal structure of recurring
burst patterns; while some existing patterns were sustained,
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other new patterns emerged because of the stimulus. We
propose that these diverse, recurring patterns of activity
involving large ensembles of neurons could potentially carry
information in neural circuits, by controlling behaviors.

Brains are essentially information-processing devices.
Since electrical stimulation can alter enduring patterns in
neuronal networks, it would be interesting to program the
neuronal network to express certain patterns based on the
structure of the input stimulation. While such studies are still in
their infancy, they could potentially reveal crucial parameters
for use in the design of closed-loop embodied systems such
as hybrots and neural prostheses that include both sensory
and motor components. Easy manipulation and enhanced
accessibility of dissociated cortical networks make MEA
cultures the ideal platform to explore the effects of varied input
patterns on the structure of output activity patterns. That said,
the analyses used here are general measures of spatiotemporal
activity patterns, not restricted to in vitro studies and could be
applied to the analysis of multi-unit activity patterns in vivo
obtained optically or electrically.

Glossary

Tetanus: high frequency (e.g., 20 Hz) electrical stimulation
used to induce functional plasticity.

Spike: a recording of a neuron’s action potential.

Bursts: short periods (tens to hundreds of milliseconds) of
intense spiking occurring simultaneously on a large fraction
of active electrodes.

Hybrot: a hybrid of living neurons and robotic components.
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Supplementary Materials to 

“Plasticity of recurring spatiotemporal activity patterns in cortical networks” 

by Radhika Madhavan, Zenas C. Chao, and Steve M. Potter 

 

 

S1. Clustering method 

The method for clustering BAMs of spontaneous bursts was that of Beggs and Plenz 

(2004). An example of a dendrogram and the corresponding sorted correlation matrix are 

shown in Figure S1. 
 

 
 

Figure S1: A. An example of a dendrogram showing different levels of the grouping 

process. All the individual BAMs are shown at the bottom in sorted order (BAMs that 

similar to each other were arranged together). At each level, the two most similar BAMs 

were grouped together, connected by a line. B. The corresponding sorted correlation 

matrix of BAMs. “Blocks” with high correlation values along the diagonal represent 

groups of bursts with similar BAMs. Data presented are from one representative Tetanus 

experiment. The colorbar indicates the correlation values. 
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S2: Stimulus-evoked responses are not stable in the absence of tetanic stimulation 

 

Probe experiments: A single stimulus pulse on an electrode is called a probe (Maeda et 

al., 1998). A block of probing consisted of a single electrode stimulated 5400 times with 

inter-probe interval of 2 seconds. Each block of probing lasted 3 hours (Period Pre). 

After the Pre period, tetanic stimulation was applied at two electrodes. Tetanization 

consisted of a train of stimuli at 20Hz, applied for 15 minutes simultaneously on two 

electrodes (one probe electrode and one other electrode). The tetanus was followed by 

another block of probing (Period Post). This experiment was repeated 5 times on 4 

cultures. 

 

Results 

Such use-dependent modification of probe (single electrode stimulation) responses due to 

tetanic stimulation have also been demonstrated in dissociated cortical cultures (Jimbo et 

al., 1998; Jimbo et al., 1999; Shahaf and Marom, 2001; Ruaro et al., 2005). Similar 

experiments, adapted from Jimbo et al. (1998), were performed (Materials and Methods: 

Probe experiments) on spontaneously bursting cultures to test for tetanus-induced 

changes in probe responses. Since the chosen probing rate in our experiments was 0.5 Hz 

at a single electrode, most of the stimuli evoked bursts of activity. In addition to evoked 

bursts which occurred at a fixed latency after the probe, there was spontaneous bursting 

(not time-locked to probes) in all the tested cultures. Thus, bursts in these experiments 

were of additional two categories: non-time locked and evoked bursts (Materials and 

Methods: Burst detection). Since these two categories of bursts were triggered by 

separate mechanisms, the classification of bursts and analysis on the BAMs of bursts 

were performed independently for the non-time locked and evoked bursts 

 

The BAMs for evoked and non-time locked bursts were clustered into different groups 

using a correlation based clustering algorithm. Time distribution of various clusters of 

BAM (Occurrence) for small as well as big evoked bursts for one representative Probe 

experiment is shown in Figure S2. The Occurrence of BAM for evoked bursts (small and 
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big evoked bursts) changed both before and after the tetanus. To compare the BAMs of 

bursts within clusters, temporally spaced BAM clusters (arrowheads in Figure S2A, B) 

were plotted (Figure S2C, D). The clusters of BAMs for evoked bursts were distinct from 

each other and showed high spatial and temporal similarity despite having occurred many 

hours apart (Figure S2). 

  

To determine whether the tetanus had caused a change in activity patterns greater than the 

ongoing intrinsic activity change (drift) in the network, the change in Integrated 

Occurrence of BAM clusters within the period before the tetanus was compared to its 

change across the tetanus for significance (see Materials and Methods). For five Probe 

experiments, the average activity change in the period before tetanization was 

significantly greater (p<0.01, Wilcoxon’s rank sum test) than the change across the 

tetanus for evoked bursts. Change in Occurrence of BAM clusters before the tetanus 

made it difficult to ascertain whether the change across the tetanus (if any) was due to the 

tetanus and not due to the ongoing intrinsic drift in network activity. Similar to evoked 

bursts, the distribution of BAM clusters for non-time locked bursts changed before and 

after tetanus but there were fewer non-time locked bursts  (808 ± 273.8 ) as most of the 

bursts were evoked by the probes (2579.6 ± 473.48 evoked bursts).  
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Figure S2: Occurrence of cluster of BAM for evoked bursts changed before and across 

the tetanus. A. Each stroke represents one Occurrence of a BAM cluster of small evoked 

bursts. B. Each stroke represents one Occurrence of a BAM cluster of big evoked bursts. 

This is a representative example of a Probe experiment. The grey bar indicates the period 
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of tetanization. The arrowheads indicate the timing of the each individual BAM cluster 

shown in C and D. C. Clusters of BAMs of small evoked bursts in the original 

coordinates of the multi-electrode array. The BAMs of each small evoked burst clusters 

were different from each other. Size of the circles represents the number of spikes in that 

particular electrode for a particular time bin. BAMs were collected every 20ms. D. 

Clusters of BAMs of big evoked bursts in the original coordinates of the multi-electrode 

array. The BAM of each of the big evoked burst cluster were different from each other. 

Size of the circles represents the number of spikes on that particular electrode for a 

particular time bin. BAMs were collected every 100ms since the big bursts were much 

longer the small bursts shown in part C. 
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S3. Comparison between spontaneous bursts and neuronal avalanches 

Beggs and Plenz (2003, 2004) investigated recurring spontaneous patterns in local field 

potentials (LFPs) in acute slices of rat cortex (neuronal avalanches) and showed that the 

size distributions of avalanches obey the power law. We investigated whether the power 

law holds for spontaneous bursts where the size was defined as the number of spikes in a 

burst. For each experiment, a histogram of the number of spikes in every burst (time 

bin=100ms) in the experiment was plotted on a log-log scale (Figure S3). Figure S3 

shows that the size distribution of spontaneous bursts, in N=4 cultures used for Tetanus 

experiments, does not follow the power law.  

 

 
Figure S3: Size distributions of spontaneous bursts were bimodal and did not follow the power law. Size 

distribution of spontaneous bursts for N=4 Tetanus experiments are plotted on log-log coordinates. Beggs 

and Plenz (2003, 2004) investigated recurring spontaneous patterns in local field potentials (LFPs) in acute 

slices of rat cortex (neuronal avalanches) and showed that the size distributions of avalanches obey the 

power law. The number of spikes per burst represents size of bursts here, which is similar to avalanche 

amplitude. For each experiment, a histogram of the number of spikes in every burst (time bin=100ms) in 

the experiment was plotted on a log-log scale.  
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